Every 24 hours an employee's
key must be re-validated by the
Wall PD. If re-validation does not
occur the key becomes inactive.

About Mul-T-Lock
Mul-T-Lock® is the worldwide leader in developing, manufacturing and marketing High Security
products and Access Control solutions to the residential, commercial and institutional markets, for
over 40 years. Adhering to the most stringent security standards, Mul-T-Lock® products are sold
via 20,000 authorized and trained service centers on every continent. Mul-T-Lock® owns patented
protected technologies such as the MT5®+ and Interactive®+ platforms and the innovative ENTRTM
smart lock solution. Mul-T-Lock® is an ASSA ABLOY Group Brand.
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A technician has been
dispatched to a remote site.
CLIQ Remote sends the
necessary access authorization
for his key via the Mobile PD.
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Mul-T-Lock CLIQ Remote
Secure, Remote Locking System Management

Mul-T-Lock CLIQ Remote
Today, most facilities are very dynamic places with access control a priority. Within a single
enterprise, there are multitude of access points including remote sites and locations that require
varying degrees of control. With ongoing changes to access rights, personnel, additional
locations and security needs, you need a High Security locking system that gives you the
flexibility to make changes as they happen.
Using web-based management software, CLIQ Remote is a High Security, electromechanical
locking system solution that gives you secured remote management and enhanced control over
all your access points and locations. And it couldn’t be easier to install and use.

Simple. Secure. Convenient.

Secure Remote Control

CLIQ Remote

Know when, where and who accessed any location

CLIQ Remote allows you to communicate with your entire locking system through
micro-technology that is embedded into cylinders and keys. With it, you can
conveniently manage access rights and more, directly from your computer or using
the system’s Programming Devices.

Whenever anyone uses their key, it’s tracked and logged. CLIQ Remote gives you an audit
trail of all access points providing you with additional security information to help ensure
accountability at all times.

CLIQ Web Manager Software
As a web-based solution, you won’t need to install any additional software. You
simply sign in to the secure CLIQ Web Manager website, authenticate your Control
Key and you’ll be ready to control your entire CLIQ system from anywhere you are.

Easy and fast installation
With no wiring required at the door, you’ll be able to easily deploy CLIQ Remote. In
particular, when wiring is an obstacle, CLIQ Remote’s unique and simple wire-free
design minimizes onsite disruptions and allows you to quickly scale the solution as
you add more access points.

Centralized
Secure Remote
Management

Secured communication
Mul-T-Lock’s CLIQ Remote was designed for complete security, both physical and
electronic. Powered by trusted, field-proven technology, Microsoft SQL Server
Databases together with SSL certificates, all communication between your work
stations and the database remains secure and accessible only to authorized users.

The flexibility you need
With just a few clicks you’ll be able to change access rights, enable and disable keys just
when you need to. CLIQ Remote also allows you to customize access schedules based on
your business needs and personnel requirements.

Remote management combined with High Security
CLIQ Remote allows you to send authorizations to remote locations and receive audit trails
from them without ever leaving the office. When an unplanned event occurs, you can
address it as it happens and on-the-go with the Remote Programming Device or right from
your computer.

Add access control anywhere
Security and access control can be necessary even in locations where wiring or alterations
are impossible — as is the case of heritage or older buildings. Wire-free CLIQ Remote gives
you the ability to control access in multiple formats, cylinders and padlocks, and in any
location.

Revalidation feature reduces risk
CLIQ Remote’s new Revalidation feature reduces risk when keys are lost or when personnel
changes over. You’ll be able to instruct the system to require revalidation from any key based
on a set time schedule. This gives you the ability to provide time-limited access, and view
exactly when a key is revalidated through the audit trail.

Intuitive and easy-to-learn software
CLIQ Remote addresses your high physical security needs with the easy-to-use remote
management and control capabilities. You’ll be able to respond to issues as they arise to save
you time and manual intervention. Actions like granting access or disabling a key are done with
several clicks of a button, which means personnel no longer need to visit the administration
office for keying changes.

Designed for simplicity, CLIQ Remote is easy-to-program and easy-to-operate. While the
solution is very intuitive and user friendly, Mul-T-Lock offers a concise training program,
allowing you to master the solution’s features and capabilities immediately.

